COMICS SCRIPT FORMAT
A WRITER’S TUTORIAL ON COMICS SCRIPT FORMAT
By Kurt Hathaway of

C

omics scripts are unlike screenplays, they don’t look the same as a novel manuscript or stage
play, they don’t resemble a radio play script––but all these scripts have one thing in common:
they tell a story.

And each tells their story in a way that’s specific to those who need to read it and do their part for the
production, be it a comic book, movie, stage play or radio play. A comics artist needs to glean specific
information from a comics script, a film director must read a screenplay with a director’s eye, and a
sound technician reads a radio play in his own way that allows his work to come to life when the play is
performed for the airwaves.
A comic book script is a blueprint that’s to be read, understood, and hopefully enjoyed by the editor—
once it’s accepted as a sale, it’s passed along to the artist to draw the pages—then off to the letterer with
the art for the lettering. Even the colorist’s work can benefit from reading a well-presented script if there
are atmospheric cues written into the story.
Each member of the creative team has a job to do—and proper script format will help them to do their
job in a way that brings the writer’s work to life in the best possible way. An easy-on-the-eyes script is
also a treat for the editor who must slog through the “slush pile” in search of his new writer. The ideas in
a good script are well presented and concise, making the script-reading experience much more
entertaining to those who read the story in script form
While there will be some writing tips sprinkled within, this tutorial is not designed to teach anyone how
to write plot and / or story. There are plenty of books on the market already that cover that topic more
than I ever could, so visit your local bookstore and browse. I’ll even recommend a few at the tail end.
The central purpose of this tutorial is to teach comics script format that is easily understood by scriptreaders—be they an editor, an artist, or letterer – a format that presents your story with clarity, without
confusion—to best show off your story to its advantage.
Whether you’re new to comics scripting or have pitched and sold a series, there’s probably something of
value in this document for your future efforts.
A few words about the author, so you know where this advice is coming from:

Kurt Hathaway has been a working comics pro for over 25 years. With credits
in lettering, writing, and editing, he has unique experience in several facets
of the production process that most pros don’t have. He also has movie credits,
TV credits, and video game credits. There’s more about him at the end of this document.

U

nlike the film business, there is no one standard script format for the comic book industry. As a
letterer who’s worked with literally thousands of scripts over the years, I’ve seen scripts in
unintelligible formats that left me with more questions than answers and I’ve seen scripts that
are clear, concise, and easy to work with.
Working with the worst of them, I don’t know who is who on the page (making it impossible to point
my lettering balloons to the proper characters), dialogue is presented out of order, thought balloons are
not designated as such—leading to confusion, captions have quotations when no one’s speaking, etc.
Simply put, it takes longer to iron out all the questions I have than to actually do the lettering work. If I
were the editor, I may very well not read past page 2.
With the best of them (the bulk of the professionally written scripts I’ve handled), the elements are
presented in a clean, easy-to-understand, well-presented style that allows me to do the lettering work
with a minimum of backtracking or fuss. The work goes fast, the deadline met, the book on the stands
without hassle.

W

hile a story may be thought of as a collection of scenes, the basic units of the formatted script
are the page—and the panel. The “page” refers to the page of story that will eventually appear
as one page of artwork in the finished printed or online product. But consider the panel to be
the central unit of the comics script. Beyond that, the panel is further broken into 3 distinct parts. This
information is expressed as 3 separate elements, related but distinct parts of the script panel:
1.
2.
3.

Camera / Location [What does the reader see? Where are the characters?]
Panel description
[What are the characters doing? What is the setting?]
Lettering Elements [What are the characters saying/thinking?]

A generally accepted way to format these are:
PANEL # / CAMERA & LOCATION INFO HERE
Panel description here / visual information for the artist
Lettering Elements here for the letterer [indented]
Let’s go over these one by one.
Because reading a script is an entirely different experience than reading a finished comic book,
I’ll be using the term “script-reader” to distinguish the reader of the script in script format from
the reader who reads the final drawn, lettered, colored comic book. The script-reader could be a
friend, a proofreader, an agent, an editor, an artist, a letterer—anyone reading your work in
script format rather than a printed comic book.

1. LOCATION / CAMERA:
These are generally film terms that are borrowed by the comics writer from Hollywood as a kind of
storytelling shorthand. Just a few words tells the script-reader what he’s supposed to imagine in his
mind’s eye as he reads the script.
The LOCATION information tells us where we are in the story (inside the bank, outside the school
cafeteria, in the county library, etc.)—and should be presented in the first panel of a new scene. This
first panel is often referred to as an establishing shot—a wide angle that establishes we’re at the
seashore, or at the top of a mountain––whatever the needs of the narrative.
A scene change occurs when TIME AND/OR PLACE IS CHANGED during the course of a
story. The events in Mary’s bedroom is a different scene than those in the waterfront warehouse
(change of place).
The events in the waterfront warehouse in the morning is a different scene than the events in the
same waterfront warehouse at midnight (change of time).
Subsequent panels as the scene progresses may drop the overall-defining location information once it’s
been established in the new scene’s first panel. It would be understood if the scene starts INSIDE THE
COUNTY LIBRARY, that’s where the action unfolds until a new scene is presented and a new location
described. But the action may move from the library’s bookshelves to the library’s men’s bathroom,
back to the shelves, then to the librarian’s desk. If so, each mini-location should be mentioned and
presented in turn.
The CAMERA information tells the script-reader how much of the scene we see from panel to panel.
Like a film director, the writer often establishes how “wide” or “narrow” a view the reader will have. In
this way, the writer breaks up the scene into shots—or more properly—panels––so the artist can draw
the appropriate action.
Include the panel number along with the location and camera information.
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
This information can be expressed in a number of ways, depending on your preference:
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PANEL 1 / MARY & DUKE ON THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS / WIDE ANGLE
PANEL 1 / WIDE SHOT / MARY & DUKE AT THE UNIVERSITY
Some writers prefer a different numbering method—either is acceptable.
5.1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
In this example 5.1 stands for page 5, panel 1. The next panel would be 5.2, etc.

What the reader learns from the above examples is the panel number (on whatever page it happens to
be)—that the panel is showing a wide angle that shows a lot of the scene (rather than a close up that
shows a portion of the scene)—and that we’re looking at Mary and Duke on a University campus.
It doesn’t sound like a lot, but it gets the script orienting the script-reader to what he’ll eventually be
seeing in the final drawn comic book. It’s a kind of first impression. More details will be provided in the
panel description to further orient the reader to the story’s events.
Some writers even include the relative panel size to aid the artist in page composition. This is also
acceptable if you’re working with a new artist or simply want to maintain more visual control for
dramatic effect.
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE ON THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS / LARGE PANEL
or:
5.5 / CLOSE ON DANCER – SMALLEST PANEL ON PAGE
5.6 / CLOSE ON DANCER’S FEET – SMALL INSET PANEL
Other misc. examples:
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PANEL 2 / TWO SHOT / MARY & DUKE
PANEL 3 / WIDER TO INCLUDE KEITH
PANEL 4 / CLOSE ON KEITH
PANEL 5 / CLOSE ON DUKE
PANEL 6 / TWO SHOT-KEITH & DUKE / FAVOR DUKE
PANEL 7 / ANOTHER ANGLE
Some Camera Terms and their Meaning:
Worm’s eye view (or low angle)
From low looking up—as if the camera is on the ground.
Bird’s eye view (or high angle)
From high up looking down—as if the camera is in the air or sky.
Two-shot
2 characters in the panel.
Three-shot
3 characters in the panel.
Close up
Head and shoulders.
Extreme close up
Very close on a person or object. Maybe eyes, nose, mouth—maybe even closer.
Another angle
Indicates to the artist to change angle, but leaves the choice to him.
Wide angle (or just wide)
To include a large area of the scene, somewhat subjective, so be sure to clarify what’s
seen in the panel description to direct the artist.
Extreme wide
Very wide—as in a shot of the New York City skyline.
Wider

A wider angle than the previous panel. Opens up the panel to include more visual
information (another character or object).
Favor [character name]
The camera features one character over another—though it may be a two shot, the angle
may be more on Duke than on Keith. Usually when the favored character is speaking or
registering a reaction the artist needs to draw as the focal point of the panel.
2. ACTION, OR PANEL DESCRIPTION:
This is a visual description of the panel that supports the location/camera information by supplying
further details of the location and characters as well as other visual information pertinent to the story’s
presentation. It’s a more precise description of what the reader eventually sees inside the panel. Who is
seen, and who is not (depending). Props, costume, attitude, facial expressions, and character position all
play a part in this panel element.
The panel description element should be literally thought of as “artist’s instructions”—though it also
doubles as scene setting for the editor, publisher, or anyone else you’re trying to sell the story to.
When a new scene starts, more visual information is required at the scene start than as the scene
progresses, and should be laid out up front to orient the script-reader to the scenery, location, characters,
clothing, etc. Don’t tell us that Mary is wearing her PJ’s in panel seven of her bedroom scene. Tell us in
panel one of that scene, so the script-reader can “see” the proper picture you want them to see (and so
you don’t surprise the artist after he’s drawn 6 panels of Mary in a sundress).
With each new scene, the panel description needs all the information necessary to “paint a picture” of
the place/event for the script-reader. This includes a feel for the place or what the “set” looks like
(organized or disaster area), and other information vital to the story as it unfolds (maybe the dresser
drawers must be by the door for the story’s climax to work).
Things to think about when writing panel descriptions—ESPECIALLY with a new scene:
Specify location
(“at an office building” is not enough)
Time frame
(today, or the year 1351?)
Set decoration
(a tidy chem lab—or a neglected, dusty one?)
Who’s there
(and who’s not––especially in team books)
Costume
(in civilian clothes ––or action outfit?)
Lighting
(characters in shadow to create mystery)
Facial Expression
(happy, sad, mad, etc)
Gestures
(pointing, waving, punching)
Body attitude
(hunched, chest puffed out, relaxed, sitting, running)
Props
(what they’re holding, using)
Side note: It may already seem like common sense, but write panel descriptions in present tense.
A few times in my career I’ve seen scripts written in future tense (if you can believe that). I guess
the writer figured the art hadn’t been drawn yet so they were writing as if the story took place in
the future at the time of the art’s creation. Instead of Spider-Guy crawls the wall; they wrote
Spider-Guy will crawl the wall. It took me a while to figure what they were doing—then I had
them rewrite it. So, always write descriptions in present tense—even events that take place in the

year 1640. Captions may be past tense, depending on the story, but panel descriptions should be
in present tense—as if the story is unfolding in the readers’ mind as it happens.
And to best present the visual information, start the panel descriptions with the broadest details and
narrow the focus of the details as you proceed with each sentence.
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
It’s a newer institution, so the architecture of the buildings is glass and steel—no brick, no ivy.
Mary and Duke are walking to their next class across the campus quad while talking. Misc.
students can be seen rushing to class, sitting on benches, reading under a tree, etc. Both Mary
and Duke wear casual clothes and carry books.
It’s a newer institution, so the architecture of the buildings is glass and steel—no brick,
no ivy. Mary and Duke are walking to their next class across the campus quad while
talking. Misc. students can be seen rushing to class, sitting on benches, reading under a
tree, etc.
- overall panel impression
Both Mary and Duke wear casual clothes and carry books. - details
A bad way to present this is be to mix overall impressions with details in a mish-mosh:
PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
They both wear casual clothes and carry books. Other students are seen rushing to class, sitting
on benches, etc. Mary and Duke are walking to their next class while discussing the dance. Mary
is talking to Duke. No bricks, no ivy. There is a student reading under a tree. The buildings are
glass & steel.
>>>>Ouch! Who wants to read that and make sense of it?
The number one priority of any writer is CLARITY…be clear as you “paint the picture” with words. A
recent script I read told me on page 1 / panel 1 that the main character was standing “in front of a door.”
I had no idea if he was inside or outside…no idea if the door was in a run-down hallway of a run-down
hotel in 1945…no idea if the door was a locked bank vault door…no idea if the door was a dimensional
portal to bimboland…no idea if the door was the street entrance to a real estate office. Luckily, I’m not
an artist, but certainly any artist would need more information than that. An editor would simply be
confused enough to move onto the next script in his slush pile––which is exactly what I did.
When dealing with multi-character panels, it may aid the artist to see each character’s action split up into
parts of the panel description. In this way, he can visualize the various parts of the larger composition
before he puts pencil to paper.
12.5 / WIDE ON THE X-DUDE’S CONFERENCE ROOM
In their HQ building…Big conference table, monitors and computers around the room and on the
walls (established in previous issues, see reference). The room was damaged in last issue, so
there’s a huge hole in one wall that looks into the danger room.
Everyone’s here, except Beast-Guy. All are wearing their X-action outfits.
Laser-Eye-Guy is at the table’s head, ready to chair the meeting. He’s lost in thought.

Phoenix-Gal is putting on lipstick while seated at the large table.
Creature-Guy is teleporting into the room.
Ice-Guy, in ice-form, is reading a comic book and laughing while seated at the large table.
Winged-Dude is strolling in the door—a determined look on his face. His wings are tucked away
inside his action outfit.
The other 3 are present, seated or standing, in various attitudes of waiting for the meeting to
come to order.

A

s your scene progresses from panel to panel, simpler descriptions are necessary that reveal the
characters in action with less focus on their surroundings.

Generally, your new scene’s first panel will have the most panel description for that scene.
Remember, the panel descriptions are the artist’s main visual information. Don’t skimp unless you trust
your artist. This material must be clear and concise. Put in detail, but not too much. Be sparing, but not
too sparse. Give the artist enough information to draw the panel the way you see it in your head, but give
him room to express his instincts, too. When important, tell the artist where the characters are in relation
to the “set”—and to each other—and what action are they involved in.
Comics panels are static images—they do not move like motion pictures, so write each panel as
if it were a snapshot. A character cannot rush across the room, punch the villain, and draw his
weapon in the same panel.
3. LETTERING ELEMENTS:
Everything the letterer needs to know and do is offset here—away from the panel description and
indented to suggest a separation of the two (don’t use the tab button to indent––in MS Word, use the
increase indent button in the formatting pallette or set up an indented paragraph style). The dialogue,
captions, sound effects, titles, etc. are all laid out after the panel description.
Just as the panel descriptions are artist instructions, the lettering elements are considered the letterer’s
instructions. These are separate from each other for good reason—artists very often may not read the
lettering elements (though he should, if he’s going to lay out the panel correctly so the dialogue flows in
order)….but a letterer rarely reads the action paragraphs—after all, by the time he’s ready to go to work,
the art’s already been drawn and is right in front of him. He can see the finished, drawn panel on the
page—he doesn’t have to read about it, too. For this reason, the lettering elements are separated from the
panel description. It also makes the story easier to read for the editor who has to get a feel for the story,
pacing, and dialogue before the art is drawn.
Lettering elements include:
• Captions (Cap)
• Dialogue
• Thought balloons (thought or TH)
• Various other balloon styles––telepath, whisper, burst, etc.
• Sound Effects (SFX or FX)

•
•
•

Background Signage
Story Title (once per issue)
Credits (once per issue)

PANEL 1 / WIDE / MARY & DUKE WALK ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
It’s a newer institution, so the architecture of the buildings is glass and steel—no brick, no ivy.
Mary and Duke are walking to their next class across the campus quad while talking. Misc.
students can be seen rushing to class, sitting on benches, reading under a tree, etc. Both Mary
and Duke wear casual clothes and carry books.
Mary: Duke, I saw you looking at that new girl. You…think she’s pretty?
Duke: Who--Sheila? She’s okay, I guess. Just that she reminds me of someone I haven’t
seen in a while.
Mary: Who?
Duke: I—I’d rather not say right now.
The actual dialogue may be presented in all upper case caps, but many writers still use lower case. I
prefer to see all upper case, and I know a lot of editors do, too. It’s just easier to spot and it gives a sense
of what the eventual reader of the final comic book will also be reading. It gives the editor an idea of the
finished work even before the first page is drawn.
Mary:
DUKE, I SAW YOU LOOKING AT THAT NEW GIRL. YOU…THINK SHE’S PRETTY?
Duke:
WHO--SHEILA? SHE’S OKAY, I GUESS. JUST THAT SHE REMINDS ME OF SOMEONE I
HAVEN’T SEEN IN A WHILE.
Mary:
WHO?
Duke:
I—I’D RATHER NOT SAY RIGHT NOW.
Common Balloon Dialogue:
Character dialogue should NOT include quotation marks — when was the last time you saw quotation
marks in a lettering balloon? Probably in a newspaper ad trying to sell you a new mattress—then again,
they don’t know how to letter properly. The balloon & balloon’s pointer stands in for the quotations, so
including quotation marks inside a balloon is redundant. After all, the pointer tells us that someone is
speaking. If you include quotation marks, it’ll just confuse the editor and mark your work as that of an
amateur.
The exception, of course, is when a character is quoting another character or a famous person:

Stonewall:
MY MOTHER USED TO TELL ME, “NEVER GO OUT WITH DIRTY UNDERWEAR.”
Simon:
“GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH.” SOMEHOW THOSE WORDS OF JOHN
PAUL JONES COME TO MIND, MY FRIENDS.
Breaking up speeches:
Sometimes one balloon per character isn’t the best solution. An obvious area where two balloons would
be needed is when one character is speaking to character Y, then to Character Z. For this, you’ll need 2
balloons, connected, pointing to the speaking character. They’ll also be numbered.
Stonewall 1:
DAVE, GRAB THE TORCHES!
Stonewall 2 (connected):
GREG, GET THE PITCHFORKS!
Other times, pacing may be a prevailing factor to make two balloons:
Stonewall 1:
VALERIE, I—
Stonewall 2 (not connected):
I JUST DON’T THINK WE SHOULD SEE EACH OTHER ANY MORE.
This technique suggests a pause in the speech…and by making the reader move his eyes to another
balloon—you supply that pause.
A casual glance at the comics in your home show many multi-balloon situations for the same character.
This isn’t by accident—it’s all spelled out in the original script.
Burst Balloons:
Those spiky balloons that look like they’re bursting––often with a yell of alarm, or command.
Spider-Guy (burst):
NO! NOT THEM!
Thought Balloons:
Thought balloons are a viable storytelling tool in the comics format. They’re presented very much like
dialogue with an added direction for the script-reader so the intention is clear.
Stonewall (thought):
IS THAT WHO I THINK IT IS?
-orStonewall (TH):
IS THAT WHO I THINK IT IS?

Singing balloons:
Usually a wavy balloon that includes song lyrics and musical notes. A simple note should tell the letterer
what to do.
Sue (singing with musical notes):
AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL…
Telepathic balloons:
For characters using telepathy.
Tele-path guy (telepathy balloon):
DO NOT GO IN THAT ROOM, LITTLE ONE. NOTHING BUT DANGER AWAITS YOU
THERE.
Whisper balloons:
For characters whispering to one another––or even under their breath to themselves.
Connor (whispers):
HEY, DUDE, CHECK OUT THE HOTTIE IN THE YELLOW TOP.
Radio or electronic balloons:
Usually a spiky or semi-spiky balloon that indicates the dialogue is coming over a radio, web-cam,
speaker, spaceship communicator or some other electronic source. If your scene, series, or issue has
several types––radio and spaceship communicator––you’ll want to distinguish them so the letterer can
make separate styles for each.
DJ (car radio)
ANOTHER HIT COMIN’ YOUR WAY, MUSIC LOVERS!
Capt. Cork (from ship’s communication-dock)
ENSIGN, SEND A CREW DOWN WITH A GEIGER COUNTER.
Wendy (from web-cam)
CHECK OUT THIS WEBSITE, GIRL!
Off-screen or off-panel Balloon Dialogue:
Often, one character speaks from off panel while another on-panel character listens…This is off-screen
(OS) or off-panel (OP) dialogue. A simple added instruction tells the editor and letterer.
Brad (OS):
ANGELA, WE NEED TO GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE THEY COME BACK!
-orBrad (OP):
ANGELA, WE NEED TO GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE THEY COME BACK!
The letterer would then point the balloon’s pointer off to the panel’s side to make this clear.

Background Signs:
If the art must have a sign that says “Gotham City Warehouse Company” then you’ll want to include
that information in the panel description for the artist so he can draw the sign—or at least the outside
edges of it—and be sure to repeat that information in the lettering elements so the letterer can do his job
on the sign. It’s unlikely the letterer will read the art description and will not know that there is a sign
that needs his design attention.
Sign on warehouse:
GOTHAM CITY WAREHOUSE COMPANY
THE 4 DIFFERENT TYPES OF CAPTIONS:
1
The basic narrative caption:
A caption from the storyteller—the author—an omniscient teller of the story with no involvement in the
actual events of that story. Most novels are written this way, and comics writers borrow the form and
drama. Always without quotes.
Caption:
THE STORM RAGED OUTSIDE, WHILE BATMAN STRUGGLED WITH HIS BONDS.
Caption:
WITH THE STEALTH OF A JAGUAR, THE INTRUDER INCHED FORWARD.
Caption:
THE GUN APPEARED IN HIS HAND AS IF IT WERE A LIVING THING.
Caption:
JANE KNEW BETTER, BUT SHE ENTERED THE DARK ROOM ANYWAY.
2
The first-person caption:
One storytelling technique is telling the story from the point of view (POV) of one of the characters in
the story through a series of captions. The character tells the story in present tense as they’re
experiencing it. Think of those captions as a thought balloon—but in caption form. It’s a technique
that’s become more widespread over the past 15 years or so. Often used in Batman stories—and a
million others that feature the single hero concept. Written without quotes and with a character label to
identify the caption type for the letterer.
Because the caption content isn’t being spoken out loud—but is rather interior character thought, there
are no quotes.
Batman Caption:
THE STORM IS RAGING OUTSIDE, AND I’LL BE TOO LATE TO SAVE THE DIAMOND
SHIPMENT IF I CAN’T GET OUT OF THESE BONDS.
Often the actual visual caption styles are designed by the letterer in previous issues, so for the sake of
continuity, the same caption style is used throughout a series. A Batman caption would look different
than a Robin caption for the sake of storytelling clarity. Calling it simply a caption doesn’t tell the
letterer what style to use, so be clear which character it belongs to so they can tell the story you want to
tell.

3
The character narrative caption:
Often a character from the story retelling past events to another character. Told in past tense with quotes
and designated a narration caption with the character’s name. The captions are in past tense, and we
usually see flashback panel art that shows the past action taking place.
Batman Narration Caption:
“THE RIVER WAS SWOLLEN AND IT TOOK ME LONGER THAN I’D HOPED TO
REACH MY DESTINATION.”
This may also be called a voice-over caption.
Batman VO Caption:
“THE RIVER WAS SWOLLEN AND IT TOOK ME LONGER THAN I’D HOPED TO
REACH MY DESTINATION.”
The general rule for captions is that anything spoken aloud is with quotes. Not so for character interior
thoughts.
4
The character continuation caption:
Sometime you’ll see in a comic book a scene that overlaps the incoming scene with a narrative caption.
The caption is a continuation of the pevious scene. One of the characters from the previous scene has
one more thing to say—usually something dramatic, humorous––something that connects the previous
scene to the new one. In a movie this might be a continuing voice-over, but in comics it’s a caption with
quotes.
In the last panel of of the outgoing scene, the characters are visible and the dialogue is in balloons:
Garett:
So let’s get ready, team…it’s gonna be a long night...
Then you “CUT” to the next scene in the next panel––usually the characters from the previous scene are
not present––but if they are, it’s in long shot––and it’s a time change…later in the story.
Garett Caption:
“…We make our move at daybreak.”
NO COPY:
“Copy” in the publishing world is text. Manuscript text for books, script text in scripts, etc. Sometimes
in comics scripts there is no desire on the writer’s part to include any balloons, captions, or sound effects
for a particlar panel or a series of panels. It’s a writing choice and is usually made for some dramatic
purpose like a sneak thief making their way into a high-security business tower where silence is the rule.
For those panels, a common practice is to include NO COPY under the panel description. At the very
least it tells the reader that this is a “silent” panel—on purpose—it’s not a mistake––there’s no missing
text, so, artists & letterers, don’t bother the editor with a phone call.

8.5
CLOSE ON THIEF
He’s at street level, looking up at the glass & steel tower, and has his black hood poised to pull it
over his head before he enters.
NO COPY
COMICS-SPECIFIC PUNCTUATION:
Over the years, a set of punctuation has come into use that is fairly specific to comics usage.
Double-dash: two dashes in a row generally indicates speech that has been cut off, incomplete.
Leon:
DON’T TAKE HER! SHE WON’T LAST LONG, IF YOU DO. SHE WON’T-Ellipses: those 3 dots in a row that indicate a continuation of dialogue from one balloon to another. Also
used to create a pause mid-speech.
Ralph:
I THOUGHT WE HAD SOMETHING…
Ralph 2:
…YOU KNOW…SPECIAL…BUT I NOW SEE I WAS WRONG.
Foreign brackets: those arrow-brackets that indicate a foreign language being spoken—but lettered in
English for the readers’ benefit. Usually accompanied by an asterisk and an editorial caption when it’s
first used in an issue.
Antonio:
<DELIVER THE MONEY BY MIDNIGHT.>*
Editorial Caption:
*TRANSLATED FROM ITALIAN.
Question Mark/Exclamation Point combination: used when the dialogue is foremost a question––but
with emphasis. The question mark always comes first.
Beverly:
WHAT DID YOU CALL ME?!
BOLDED WORDS:
Bolding words in the dialogue and captions is the writer’s job. Though most modern comics since the
1960’s have featured bolded words in the dialogue balloons, many new writers don’t seem to notice
them in their own comics collection or don’t understand it’s their responsibility to include them in their
script––I’m not sure which, but I do know as a letterer of over 20 years, it’s not my job to add them
unless they’re indicated in the script.
Bolding one word and not another can affect the tone or meaning of the line, so this is strictly the
writer’s territory to control. Many letterers—including me—will add them on request if you trust us

more than yourself (though unlike me, most letterers aren’t also writers), but if you mean to be a
professional writer, wrap your head around the use of bolds. Look at a stack of comic books to get a feel
for how they work.
There’s definitely an art to it, and there are no hard & fast rules, so it’s pretty much open, though my
general rule is to bold words that have special emphasis when read out loud—like real spoken dialogue
when you hear it. Reading the lines out loud may help you decide what to bold.
Mary:
DUKE, I SAW YOU LOOKING AT THAT NEW GIRL. YOU…THINK SHE’S PRETTY?
Duke:
WHO--SHEILA? SHE’S OKAY, I GUESS. JUST THAT SHE REMINDS ME OF SOMEONE
I HAVEN’T SEEN IN A WHILE.
Batman Caption:
THE STORM IS RAGING OUTSIDE, AND I’LL BE TOO LATE TO SAVE THE DIAMOND
SHIPMENT IF I CAN’T GET OUT OF THESE BONDS.
Simply underlining the words to be bolded are in danger of getting overlooked in the lettering stage—so
be sure to use the bold function or keystroke in your word-processing program for better visibility in
the script.
However, the adding of bolds is a style choice. A couple per page or 3-4 per balloon—or even none, if
you’re going for an understated story tone. It’s the writer’s choice, but don’t ignore them outright unless
it’s your intended style choice.
SOUND EFFECTS:
All sound effects (SFX) are designated by the writer. Don’t simply suggest the kind of sound (explosion
sound) to the letterer — spell it out! I know of a hundred different ways to spell out an explosion sound
effect, but 99 of them may be wrong for your page. An exploding car gas tank “sounds” different than
an exploding volcano crater. If you’re not confident about your spelling of sound effects, look at a bunch
of comics for inspiration & education. Nothing teaches like looking at what came before.
If the letterer is any good, he’ll design the effect and drop it on the page in an eye-pleasing arrangement.
Don’t use too many letters or the letterer will be forced to cut it down to fit the panel, so be reasonable
and don’t waste your own time typing letters that can’t appear on the page.
SFX:
WHAAAAAAAAA-RRRROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

- wrong

SFX:
(AN EXPLOSION SOUND)

-waaay wrong!

SFX:
WHAA-RROOOMM!

- better

As with most things artistic, less is more with sound effects. Use your best judgement.

SPECIAL LETTERING:
Over the past decade or so, the presence of special lettering has come to the forefront. This may include
special character fonts for dialogue, a special character balloon—or sometimes the use of both.
It’s up to the writer to designate which is to be different than traditional lettering. If you have an alien
character, you may want to consider a special font, a special balloon—or both. But be specific which is
the style you’re after. Alien font with traditional balloon—alien font with alien balloon—traditional font
with alien balloon?
Alien (alien font - normal balloon):
WE HAVE BEEN WATCHING YOUR FOLLY FOR CENTURIES.
Alien (normal font - alien balloon):
WE HAVE BEEN WATCHING YOUR FOLLY FOR CENTURIES.
Alien (alien font & balloon):
WE HAVE BEEN WATCHING YOUR FOLLY FOR CENTURIES.
And do this every time that alien speaks in your story or series or you may be horrified by the finished
book when the letterer switches to traditional styles because the direction was missing from pages 16 to
22 of the script.
There’s no need to actually indicate what font to use (unless you have one in mind). The letterer should
be well armed with a variety of fonts from which to choose or to tweak (I have over 12,000). Always
hire a lettering pro with a track record of at least several years. Not only are they well equipped for the
job, but the many and exacting technical requirements of lettering are misunderstood by many
newcomers who jump in thinking that lettering is easy. A simple formatting error will cost you at the
printer. I’ve heard the horror stories…they aren’t pretty. And they’re expensive lessons.
BUT—if you have a Star Wars-Like universe with all manner of alien types trodding through your
panels, you won’t want to have special fonts and balloons for each alien type. It would just give your
reader a headache and he won’t come back for the next issue. Specialty fonts and balloons are best used
sparingly.
USING ASTERISKS:
Sometimes in a printed comic book, you’ll see an asterisk in a block of dialogue.
FIRE-GUY:
REMEMBER THAT FIGHT WITH THAT VILLAIN LAST ISSUE?*
This usually leads your eye to the panel bottom where you’ll see something like this:
*OUR HERO FOUGHT VILLAIN-X TO A STANDSTILL LAST ISSUE. –EDITOR.
This is simply handled at the script stage––simply add the asterisk in the dialogue, and add an Editorial
Caption to the lettering elements.

Editorial Caption:
*OUR HERO FOUGHT VILLAIN-X TO A STANDSTILL LAST ISSUE. –EDITOR.
A COUPLE OF FORMAT STYLES:
Here are two variations of comics format styles—both of which are generally acceptable.
Unlike screenplays, the typographical format isn’t chiseled in stone, the common point being to:
• Present artist’s instructions and lettering elements separately
• Present visual information in the panel descriptions with the smaller details declared after the
overall bigger picture is established.
(script excerpt from “Phoenix Rise” courtesy of John Smith / john_smith206@hotmail.com)

Often a new page number is spelled out and the number of panels on the page is indicated at top.
PAGE FIFTEEN

5 PANELS

15.1 / WIDE ANGLE / HIGH ANGLE / ON THE MEDIEVAL STREET
A small middle ages town with appropriately designed homes and buildings along the sides. The street is
dirty and wet.
In the street, Catherine is flat on her back (Varslov has just slapped her down). Varslov stands over her
menacingly, with three cronies behind him. All are dressed in peasant attire of the period. Varslov and
his cronies are “The Grackle Gang” and have a tattoo of a black grackle (black myna-like bird with long
tail feathers) on their bare arms.
Catherine is bleeding from the mouth, a package clutched under her arm.
Prince Russel, also in peasant clothing, is just coming around the corner to witness what takes place
next. His sword is sheathed in its scabbard.
Varslov: Now, let’s see what’s in dat dere parcel. Then you gonna give Varslov a big kiss!
Crony #1: Ha!
Catherine: Stay away from me!
Russell Caption: What’s this? I’m in town for only a few minutes and already I encounter
trouble? Maybe I should have stayed home.
PAGE FIFTEEN

5 PANELS

PANEL 1 / WIDE ANGLE / HIGH ANGLE / ON THE MEDIEVAL STREET
A small middle ages town with appropriately designed homes and buildings along the sides. The street is
dirty and wet.
In the street, Catherine is flat on her back (Varslov has just slapped her down). Varslov stands over her
menacingly, with three cronies behind him. All are dressed in peasant attire of the period. Varslov and

his cronies are “The Grackle Gang” and have a tattoo of a black grackle (black myna-like bird with
long tail feathers) on their bare arms.
Catherine is bleeding from the mouth, a package clutched under her arm.
Prince Russel, also in peasant clothing, is just coming around the corner to witness what takes place
next. His sword is sheathed in its scabbard.
Varslov:
NOW, LET’S SEE WHAT’S IN DAT DERE PARCEL. THEN YOU GONNA GIVE
VARSLOV A BIG KISS!
Crony #1:
Ha!
Catherine:
STAY AWAY FROM ME!
Russell Caption:
WHAT’S THIS? I’M IN TOWN FOR ONLY A FEW MINUTES AND ALREADY I
ENCOUNTER TROUBLE? MAYBE I SHOULD HAVE STAYED HOME.
Each writer may have their own typographical preferences such as italics for descriptions or bolding the
page numbers, but generally stick to clear presentation of the 3 main panel elements and your scripts
will be better for it.
I recommend indenting all lettering elements, though. But use the increase indent function rather than
the tab key.

A NOTE ABOUT WORKING WITH ARTISTS:
Every artist is different—I’ve worked with hundreds of artists—superstars and journeymen—and they
all have their own preferences and working style. The better you know your artist’s script preferences,
the better. That’s not to say to alter the format—just the level of content—or rather the level of specifics.
Some artists want to be directed; others want to be let loose so they can create. This may mean not
including any references to the camera angle in your script. A general description of the panel’s action
may be enough for experienced artists to “direct” the scene on the art page. It’s a choice the writer
makes, depending on the artist. If your artist disappoints on issue #1, go ahead and add the camera
information in the script for #2 to get a better result.
Try not to over-direct your artist (unless he’s literally never drawn a comic book before)…and allow
wiggle room in the interpretation of the written material.
For instance, in a simple panel of a teenage girl walking down the street a simple mention of “casual
dress” would most likely suffice as a costume direction. Unless there’s a specific need, try to avoid: “she
wears an argyle wool-kit sweater with a purple cotton skirt that falls just below the knees. On her head is

a stylish headband that pulls her hair behind her ears. She has one ring on her left hand, two on her right.
Her purse is a cute clutch from a mid-priced department store.”
Character descriptions should be part of the panel description—especially in a pitch script where the
editor/reader is encountering them for the first time. Give your reader a “mental picture” they can use
while reading the script.
However, sometimes a writer works with an artist on the concept and character sketches before the
script is finalized. Often in these cases, the writer feels no need to describe in the script characters the
artist has already worked out in advance (eyepatch, beard, glasses, etc). After all, the artist knows what
Joe and Red look like. But the letterer doesn’t, so fill him in so he can point Joe’s balloon to Joe and
Red’s to Red. Otherwise, you may get the wrong words coming from the wrong character. A simple note
is all that’s needed in the script.
Kurt: Joe is the guy in the eyepatch with the broccoli on his shoulder. Red is the other guy.
And this informal style is fine for the artist, but if the script is being sent off to an editor for a job
consideration—add the character descriptions for presentation purposes. More formal is better when
seeking assignments.

COMMON MISTAKES!
This document would be too unwieldy if I were to cover every common grammatical, spelling, and
syntax mistake here, so I’ll cover just those that seem to pop up a lot in amateur scripts that I have read
recently.
ALOT:
“ALOT” is not a word—never has been—and I pray it will never be—even my word processor knows
this! Just like “AHOUSE” or “AHELICOPTER” is not a word. Never submit a script with the non-word
“ALOT” in it. No one will take you seriously. Don’t use it in scripts—or anywhere else, for that matter.
Remove it from your writing in all its forms—even email. It’s a plague on humanity.
While CALVARY is a real word, it does not mean soldiers on horseback as in HERE COMES THE… That word
is CAVALRY.
TRY AND:
Artist: Try and fit as many characters in this shot, please.

-incorrect

AND is supposed to connect two complete ideas together [GO TO THE MARKET AND BUY MILK, for example].
TRY by itself is not a complete idea—though FIT AS MANY CHARACTERS is a complete idea. TRY AND doesn’t

mean anything.
Artist: Try to fit as many characters in this shot, please.

-correct

The only place I can think of where it makes any sense is: Try and try again. Otherwise, use TRY TO.

CONTRACTIONS:
Contractions in dialogue sound a lot more natural to readers, so use them often. If your characters are
American, they’ll speak like Americans—with lots of contractions.
Brad:
YOU ARE RIGHT, ANGELA, IT IS NOT GOING TO WORK.

- boo!

Brad:
YOU’RE RIGHT, ANGELA, IT’S NOT GOING TO WORK.

- better

But, as with all these rules—there are exceptions. If your character speaks English as a second language,
it’s likely they’ll speak without contractions. A Russian Scientist working in the USA or a Japanese
exchange student would speak English as if it were new to them—without contractions.
COMPOUND WORDS:
I see a lot of compound words broken up into two words for no good reason. YOUR SELF comes to mind.
I’ve seen BAR TENDER and UP STAIRS, and a whole host of others that mystified me. Be aware of the words
you’re writing. Have a dictionary at your elbow and your web browser at dictionary.com (they also have
a great thesaurus) while you’re composing your script copy. Breaking up compound words is a sure sign
of an amateur. Why learn compound words in 3rd grade only to break them up later in life and show
them to an editor who knows better?
WHO vs. THAT:
I see WHO and THAT often substituted for each other (TV sportscasters almost never get it right, but
they’re not writers) and it’s maddening to hear—and to read. Simply put: WHO is a person…THAT is a
thing. Learn this and don’t turn back.
I have a wife that knits.
I have a wife who knits.

- wrong
- correct

I have a car that leaks oil.

- correct (don’t make me write “a car who”)

A short note about grammar and the use of proper English:
The rules of grammar and the use of proper English can be broken many times when working
with character dialogue. After all, not all people/characters speak the same or have the same
level of education. In general, try to have relatively educated characters using proper English
(even if all your own friends don’t know a that from a who).
If your story features a Harvard English professor dealing with an underworld thug, you may
want to have the professor using proper English and the uneducated thug using improper
English. But all your omniscient captions (as the author’s voice) should all be in proper
English—as should all the panel descriptions.
ONLY:
It is my opinion that the word ONLY is the single-most misused word in the English language. If there is
another, I don’t know about it.

It’s almost always in the wrong place in a sentence—on TV, on the radio, in print ads, and in everyday
conversation. A writer should know the difference and write accordingly.
The basic idea is that ONLY is most often used as a qualifier of another word. ONLY ONE comes to mind.
So:
I only want one hot dog now, so I don’t get too full.

- is wrong

This sentence is trying to indicate that the speaker wants one hot dog, and no more than that, but this
sentence actually tells us the character “only wanted” the hot dog—but didn’t need it, wasn’t hungry for
it, etc. Not that one hot dog was enough for him. It’s sloppy writing.
I want only one hot dog now, so I don’t get too full.

- is correct

When using the word ONLY, you must ask yourself to what word the ONLY refers and place it accordingly
in the sentence.
A red corvette in my driveway—it can only be Fred!
A red corvette in my driveway—it can be only Fred!
They only printed a few flyers for the dance.
They printed only a few flyers for the dance.

- wrong
- correct

- wrong
- correct

ONLY PRINTED suggests the flyers were printed, but not distributed, not anything else. This is fine if that’s
what you want the reader to understand, but generally ONLY and FEW (or a number) belong next to each
other. If you misplace the word ONLY, the reader must mentally rearrange your words to get the correct
meaning—and that’s just not good writing to make the reader work that hard to fix your mistakes.
He only began playing baseball when his dad got that new job.
He began playing baseball only when his dad got that new job.
Only bring me coffee in the morning.
Bring me coffee only in the morning.

- wrong
- correct

- wrong
- correct

Be aware of your intended meaning and don’t write a sentence that means something else. You won’t
confuse everybody, but you will confuse those who were paying attention in 8th grade English class (like
editors, your main sales target). And with comics sales the way they are, let’s not alienate anyone with
confusion or they won’t bother to read your next comics story.
These sentences are completely different:
I want to talk to only you.
I only want to talk to you.
ONLY YOU and ONLY WANT TO TALK have totally different meanings—both are correct, though––depending
on the intention of the writer. Know the difference and write accordingly.
The same is true for other qualifiers such as EVEN, JUST, SIMPLY, and others.

I can’t even get a B in Science class.
I can’t get even a B in Science class.

- wrong
- correct

Just give me a minute.
Give me just a minute.

-wrong
- correct

The general rule is the closer the qualifier is to the word it actually qualifies, the better—as long as the
sentence doesn’t sound unwieldy. And if it does, consider removing the qualifier altogether.
IT’S VS. ITS:
Simply put, IT’S is short for IT IS. ITS is a possessive pronoun–like YOURS and OURS–it indicates
possession. I suppose I can understand the confusion. After all, ITS and IT’S is really an exception to the
rule that the presence of an apostrophe indicates possession.
…the man’s hat…
…Doris’s new dress…
…the guitar’s strings…
…my boat’s deck…
…the tiger moved closer. Its claws were outstretched… [no apostrophe]
If ITS followed the usual apostrophe/possession rule, there’d be no difference between IT’S and ITS.
LETS VS. LET’S:
Don’t confuse these two. LETS means allows (it has other meanings, but for this purpose, allows will do as an
example).

That small grate lets air in so we won’t suffocate anytime soon.
LET’S is a contraction for “let us”.
On the count of three, let’s jump.
ADDING AN APOSTROPHE FOR NO GOOD REASON:
Adding an apostrophe to a non-possessive plural noun is another huge mistake I see way too often. The
produce section of the supermarket is famous for these mistakes.
Never add an unnecessary APOSTROPHE-S when using non-possessive plural nouns (more than one of
anything). Adding a simple S will do.
The banana’s are $1.30 a pound.
Kitten’s for sale! All need good home’s.
We need three touchdown’s to win the game.
>>>Ugh! All wrong! It actually hurt me to type those.
Learn and remember the difference between a non-possessive plural noun, a possessive noun, and a
possessive plural noun. Punctuate accordingly.

COULD OF, WOULD OF, SHOULD OF:
Like the word ALOT, there is no such thing as the above. These are spelled COULD’VE, WOULD’VE,
SHOULD’VE––as in could have, would have, should have. They sound the same, but are contractions.
YOU’RE vs. YOUR:
YOU’RE is short for “YOU ARE”. As with most contractions, the apostrophe stands in for the missing
letters—in this case the A in ARE. WE’RE is short for WE ARE—the apostrophe stands in for the missing A
in ARE—just as it is in YOU’RE. WE’VE is short for WE HAVE—the apostrophe stands in for the missing HA
in HAVE. The better you understand this substitution concept, the easier your command of contractions
will be.
You’re = You are
Your = ownership
If you’re confused about your command of the difference, do this: when proofreading your script, read
all YOURs and YOU’REs as “you are”. If it sounds correct, YOU’RE is the way to go. If not, YOUR is correct.
EVERYDAY vs. EVERY DAY:
EVERY DAY and EVERYDAY have different meanings and should not be transposed. EVERY DAY as two words
is an adjective followed by a noun. EVERYDAY as one word is an adjective with no noun (until one is put
behind it).
I have ice cream everyday.
I have ice cream every day.

– wrong
– correct

EVERY is the adjective and DAY is a noun (in addition to ICE CREAM).
She wore her every day shoes. - wrong.
She wore her everyday shoes. - correct
EVERYDAY is an adjective. Shoes is the noun.
You will see these words mangled on supermarket signs, in TV ads, even at McDonald’s (a multibillion-dollar corporation can’t hire a real proofreader?) but if you’re a writer and not in charge of the
peach signs in the produce section, you should know better.
LESS vs. FEWER:
Too often LESS is used improperly when FEWER is proper.
The basic rule is:
Use LESS with mass nouns.
Use FEWER with count nouns.
A count noun is just something you can count. Like “gallons of gasoline” or “players on a team”.
Mass nouns are things that you can't count individually–an indefinite amount. “Gasoline” is an indefinite
amount–whereas “gallons of gasoline” is not.

We need less gallons of gas.
We need fewer gallons of gas.

-wrong (gallons can be counted)
-correct

The team has less players this year.
The team has fewer players this year.

-wrong (players can be counted)
-correct

The exceptions are when time, money, or distance is the noun. Use LESS.
That football game lasted less than two hours.
I hope they got that used guitar for less than $600.
The walk-a-thon was less than 5 miles.
INSPIRING VS. ASPIRING:
Do not tell people you are an INSPIRING writer––unless you really are––a motivational writer, for
instance, like Tony Robbins. What you probably want to say is that you’re an ASPIRING writer––that is,
learning the craft, practicing hard, but without professional credits.
If you’ve not been published and you call yourself an INSPIRING writer, no one will believe you’re even
an ASPIRING writer for making such a mistake.
PUNCTUATION:
For some reason, the most-often missed punctuation mark by new writers is the most common use of the
comma. The only more simple punctuation is the period. Fortunately for my sanity, almost all writers
get that one right.
It doesn’t help that popular websites also mangle the comma’s use by greeting browsers with “Hello
Customer.” Any 8th grader can tell you it’s supposed to be “Hello, Customer.”
For this reason, pros call this mistake “e-mail punctuation,” which is not a compliment to the writer’s
skills. It’s one thing to email a pal to tell him about some exciting news:
hey john
bayonets and guns are gonna play at the forum next week…we should go.
It’s another to write an entire script and miss all the basic commas. Don’t do it!
Any novel from any reputable publisher will show the pattern. When a character speaks to another
character and calls them by name, use the comma before the name.
Don’t think you’ll get away with this, Harry!
It also applies when using a nickname, insulting slur, or affectionate appellation.
Don’t think you’ll get away with this, dirtbag!
Don’t think you’ll get away with this, gorgeous!
Don’t think you’ll get away with this, you two-timing shrew!
And after the name, too:

Harry, I need some money.
Honey, say you love me.
Coppers, come and get me!
Before & after:
Gee, honey, I didn’t see you there.
I was thinking, Gene, about going fishing later on.
How about a different plan, sir, and fire all the new guys?
After all: SHOOT JOHN! and SHOOT, JOHN! Have two completely different meanings. Writing one rather
than the other will result in your reader being confused.
The basic idea is that in the example SHOOT, JOHN! a character is telling John to shoot. In the other
example someone is telling another character to shoot at John. It’s the difference between talking to
someone—and talking about someone. Huge difference. Don’t confuse your reader and don’t confuse an
editor or he won’t return your calls.
I can’t teach Adam!
I can’t teach, Adam!

(talking about Adam’s inability to learn)
(talking to Adam)

Both of these are correct sentences, but they are not transposable with each other….the use depends on
which meaning you intend. Use the wrong one, and you will lose your reader! The writer’s number one
no-no is to confuse the reader––especially editors. Clarity is priority number one. Be clear!
HYPHENS:
Very often two words combined will create an adjective. For these, we use hyphens to join the words
together.
Some examples: GOOD-LOOKING, WELL-MEANING, ROCK-HARD, MOST-OFTEN, FAST-TALKING, HARDWORKING, EVEN-TEMPERED, FAT-FREE, ALL-AMERICAN, MUSIC-RELATED, WESTERN-THEMED, BATTLEHARDENED, WELL-ADJUSTED, BAD-TASTING, BITE-SIZED, LIGHTNING-SWIFT, STRANGE-LOOKING, SPINETINGLING, HEAVEN-SENT, DEATH-DEFYING, HAIR-RAISING, well, you get the idea.
It’s really two distinct words that come together to create a single concept that becomes an adjective—a
word that describes a noun that follows.
Good looking girl (a girl who is skilled at looking?)
Good-looking girl (a girl who looks good—attractive)

- wrong
- correct

Sometimes more than two words combine to create a single adjective:
HARD-TO-FIND, YOUNG-AT-HEART, TOUGH-TO-CONQUER, COOL-TO-THE-TOUCH, etc.
When proofreading your work, keep an eye out for two or more words that combine to create a single
adjective and add hyphens accordingly.

The exceptions are when an adverb is used. FINELY TUNED requires no hyphen. FINELY is an adverb—and
as such already functions as an adjective for TUNED. The giveaway clue is the use of -LY on the end
[though not all adverbs do]. No hyphen is required when the adverb is already functioning as an
adjective.
SOME WORDS ABOUT SENDING OFF SAMPLES:
Always, always, ALWAYS include your name, e-mail address, and even your phone number on
everything you send out—even if it’s just to a friend to look over. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve
agreed to read / critique something for someone and when I finally get around to opening their script
file, I have no way to contact them because their contact information isn’t in the script or proposal. It
may be only a couple weeks since it was sent to me, but I deal with tons of people every week. Needless
to say, if I can’t email them with my opinion, I won’t take the time to read it. And they’ll never know I
even tried.
A basic first page for a full script may start like this:
FLY-GUY #6
Full script for John W. Editor at MegaPublishing Comics
22 pages / sample script for review
written by Orson Writer / owriter567@email.com / 555-765-0942
or for a new multi-part story arc:
FLY-GUY #1
Series Opening Story Arc: “LET IT BE” / 4 issue arc
22 page script prepared for John W. Editor at MegaPublishing Comics
written by Orson Writer / owriter567@email.com / 555-765-0942
or not a proper script, but a pitch of various materials (pitch, outline, misc. presentation art):
FLY-GUY
Ongoing Series Pitch Proposal {or mini-series pitch}
prepared for John W. Editor at MegaPublishing Comics
written by Orson Writer / owriter567@email.com / 555-765-0942
And “22 pages” refers to the number of eventual art pages. Your script may be 31 pages in actual script
format page count, but it tells only a 22 page comics story (or 24 or whatever).
And if it’s a commissioned script and not a sample, remove any sample reference.
A good idea to get your contact information on EVERY page is to include it in the header of your wordprocessing program (see your program’s manual to set up a header). One line in small type is enough.
Fly-Guy #6 full script 22 pp. by Orson Writer / owriter567@email.com / 555-765-0942

PLACING ADS & CORRESPONDING WITH OTHERS:
If you want to tell the world that you’re a writer, there’s no excuse for placing ads or corresponding with
others in a creative field and using improper grammar, spelling, and other mistakes that a careful writer
wouldn’t make.
Writing mistakes in correspondence with others (especially if you don’t know each other) just takes
away your credibility.
Period.
If you call yourself a writer—write like one.
Proofread your ad before you post! Proofread that email before you send it to the big-shot editor in New
York City [or to me in Los Angeles]. And of course proofread your script before you send it to anyone–
–you never know who’s going to get their hands on it.
If you get hired and your editor is now your pal after a few months, you can relax your email rules, but
at first, be sure to be professional.
REFERENCE:
The number one book you should read every year is “The Elements of Style.” It may be dry reading, but
your command of the rules of writing will impress educated editors and make your work stand out from
those who choose to use ONLY improperly and think that basic punctuation is the domain of scholars. It’s
out there in paperback and isn’t very big, so read it on the bus, on your lunch break, or on the toilet. I
covered some of the material here, but there’s lots more.
Writing stories for comics is really writing stories—just in a comics format. If you want to learn more
about the actual nuts and bolts of story creation, any number of books are out there to teach you. From
structure, to conflict, to character, and more. Many screenplay books are perfectly suited to teaching
story. Your job will be to take what you learn and convert the presentation to the comics format (still
pictures, 22 page installments, short dialogue, etc). There are also lots of books on novel writing that
may come in handy. Again, take what you learn and convert it to comics format—or start writing novels
or films.
Books I’ve found helpful over the years:
The Complete Book of Scriptwriting – J. Michael Straczynski (a sometimes comics writer)
Creating Unforgettable Characters – Linda Seger
The Art of Dramatic Writing – Lajos Egri
The Screenwriter’s Bible – David Trottier
READER QUESTION? COMMENTS?
I fully expect this tutorial to be updated over time. This is already version 2—[Thanks go out to my
volunteer proofers on digitalwebbing: John, Mark, and Russel] of the released PDF. Also, anyone with
comments, gripes, huzzahs or those who just want to get in touch to pick my brain, can reach me at:
khathawayart@gmail.com

My AIM screen name is Kurt Hathaway / contact me anytime – If I don’t have it on, email me and bug
me. khathawayart@gmail.com
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Kurt Hathaway studied art & design at the prestigious Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) and
studied film and screenwriting at New York University’s world-famous film department.
He’s been a comics freelancer for 25 years. His client list reads like a who's who of publishers: DC,
Marvel, Image, Dark Horse, Eclipse, Eternity, Malibu, and tons of others. He has thousands of lettering
credits including those with Newsweek and Esquire magazines. A DC editor nicknamed him "The
Comics Commando" for his timely delivery of deadline work. He was recently nominated Letterer of the
Year by comicmonsters.com for his lettering on the Wildstorm title Resident Evil.
Kurt creates many of his own fonts, but will use whatever the client wishes. Whether your project is for
entertainment or advertising / for print or web distribution, Kurt is the guy to get it done in a
professional and timely manner.

To see glimpses of his lettering work:
http://s286.photobucket.com/albums/ll118/KurtHathaway/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETGevjPkZso
Some words from satisfied clients:
“Kurt Hathaway is one of the most talented and professional people/letterers/craftsmen I’ve ever
worked with.”
“It isn’t easy to find a letterer who knows their craft and is willing to work with small press and
fledgling publishers.”
“Kurt Hathaway is a consummate craftsman.”
“The best thing to happen to lettering since words.”
Should you need top-notch lettering from a true professional, drop him a line at:
khathawayart@gmail.com
The official website should be up soon and the web address will be included in future editions of this
tutorial.
•••
Kurt was also an editor at Image Comics’ Extreme Studios for several years. He discovered some top
talent in that time.
When talked into it, he does freelance editing and script consulting for new talent, working with the
writer/client to polish their skills and get their pitch or script up to professional standards. One recent
client/writer he coached was recently offered a job writing a graphic novel!
•••
Kurt also offers pre-press services. That is: preparing the art and lettering files for the printer. And not
just comic books––novels, magazines, and books, too.
Pre-press also includes laying out the letters pages, sketchbook pages, credits page, introductions,
creator profiles or interviews––whatever the needs of your publication. It's a highly technical procedure,
but one that can save you money and avoid costly delays in the printing process. For pre-press rates,
email him at: khathawayart@gmail.com
•••
Kurt also manages to fit in a few writing assignments among all his design deadlines. His past writing
clients include Image Comics, ABC/Disney Television, Antarctic Press, Sorrent Communications,
Motion Media, and Electronic Arts’ Playstation division.
He’s written screenplays, sitcoms, comic books, video game material, advertising copy, mystery stories,
a cookbook, series pitches, tutorials, short films, and developed an animated series for an East Coast
production company.
•••

And here’s an old web-story he wrote when he had a free afternoon:
http://www.komikwerks.com/komiks/episodes.php?ti=12&ep=119&utype=AOL
Kurt also does video work: promos, films, commercials & motion graphics. Some of his video work can
be seen here:
Emma … part 1 of a feature-length wen-series:
http://blip.tv/lovejustis
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nHF7f7ane8
http://vimeo.com/27475047
My Motion Graphics reel:
http://vimeo.com/16065784
My Editing Reel:
http://vimeo.com/16062020
My studio promo video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETGevjPkZso
If you need a video promo for an upcoming project or convention, be sure to contact him.
Later updates of this document will have his website address, but right now, he’s closing in on the final
web-designs and doesn’t have a site address yet. If you want to be directed to his site when it’s on the
web, email Kurt at: khathawayart@gmail.com
•••
And finally a few reviews of the last version of this script formatting guide:
“Wow, you really know your stuff! I read your tutorial front to back and a full 50% of it I didn’t
know already—and I’ve been writing my own comics scripts for almost 2 years! Many thanks
for the tips!”
“Kurt, I just downloaded your comics formatting tutorial––excellent tips––but I was still had a
question about weird punctuation that seems to be common in comics…”
I added a whole new section on comics punctuation in this version…thanks for the
suggestion!––KH
“I can see from the common mistakes section of your tutorial that I make almost every one of
them every time I write a script. This will change the way I work from now on. Thanks for the
great advice!”

“I never realized before that I wasn’t putting down on paper what I saw in my head. Looking at
my old work, I can see that my setting descriptions were way too vague to make the impression I
thought they were. Now that I know to dig deeper and make the setting “come alive” on the
page, reaction to my samples have been much better. Thanks for making me see something I
couldn’t see before!”
•••
Spare time is hard to find, but I have plans to create new tutorials on comics bugeting, scheduling and a
bleed-guide for colorists.
To get my guide for artists regarding proper bleed line format for comics pages, point your mouse to:
http://rapidshare.com/files/219786398/Bleed_Specs_Tutorial.pdf
If you’re a new writer working with a new artist (or even a seasoned one), download this guide and send
it to him. It may save you some serious headaches come print time.
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